SEO: KEYWORD
SEARCH SUCCESS

FOCUSED?
LET'S GET IT DONE

This is a view only file, so grab
a pen, download the file, print
it off and let's get started.

NINE STEPS
STEP ONE: BRAIN DUMP
Do a brain dump of everything we can possibly think of that we might like to rank our
website pages for.
Think in terms of:
Service based keywords (commercial) E.g. CBT therapist, London
or
Solution based keywords (informational) E.g. Why isn't my ankle sprain getting better

STEP TWO: FIND THE KEYWORDS YOU'RE ALREADY
RANKING FOR
This will bring up all of the queries that have brought
up your website in the search results.
Google will show you a maximum of 1000 queries. You’ll
be able to see the number of clicks you’ve had from each,
and the number of impressions.
Impressions: How often someone saw a link to your
site on Google.
Clicks: How often someone clicked a link from Google
to your site.
Click through rate = clicks divided by impressions.

Alternatively use SEMrush.

ANALYSIS
STEP THREE: REPEAT ABOVE FOR YOUR COMPETITORS WITH SEMrush
SEMRUSH - has a free trial if you go to:
https://www.semrush.com/partner/expninja/
You will have to put in card payment details, but they
won’t take any money until 30days has passed, and
it’s easy to cancel before then.

STEP FOUR: Add data to your keywords
Volume – number of times each of these phrases is searched for per month
Trust your gut even if there is zero search volume – SEMrush is much more
accurate at high volume end.
CPC –Cost per click – gives you a good indication of commercial intent
A high volume keyword with a high CPC= profitable keyword.
Keyword difficulty - how hard it’s going to be to rank for this.

KEYWORD SIFTING
STEP FIVE: USE YOUR JUDGEMENT TO PRIORITISE YOUR KEYWORDS
Use your judgement – you’re going to choose a priority list of keywords – so you’re
going to want to use keywords with some volume, make sure there’s some
commercial intent behind these keywords (CPC) and the difficulty score. Aim for 50
keywords.
Remember, even if you don’t include a certain keyword in your list, it doesn’t mean to
say that you won’t end up ranking for it – Google will often rank you for variations

STEP SIX : STICK THE KEYWORDS INTO GOOGLE
Filter out the keywords. Stick each of these into Google, and firstly make sure that this
keyword is actually relevant to your practice (i.e. is the keyword being searched for by
someone who is likely to book in to see you). Bin the ones that aren’t.

STEP SEVEN: COMMERCIAL OR INFORMATIONAL?
Look to see if your keywords are commercial or informational (Semrush helps with
this). E.g. ‘knee clicking’ (informational) versus ‘knee physio london’ (commercial).

STEP EIGHT : ASSIGN A WEBPAGE TO EACH KEYWORD
Ideally, each page on your website would be targeting one keyword, or one very small
collection of keywords. E.g. ‘Stretches for upper back pain’ could link to blog post
page about upper back stretches, but ‘best physiotherapist, London’ might be linked
with the home page.
Use internal linking with the appropriate anchor text to link between pages (e.g. on
the ‘Stretches for upper back pain’ page, you could have a sentence such as ‘Looking
for help with your upper back pain, why not book in to see Mrs Doubfire, best
physiotherapist, London’?)
If you’re missing a page for the keyword – write one!

STEP NINE: TRACK YOUR KEYWORDS- IMPORT INTO SEMrush

